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ABSTRACT: In fair social orders, voting is a critical instrument to gather and re-act individuals thinking's. Generally,
voting is directed in brought together or circulated places called surveying stalls. Voters go to surveying stalls and cast
their votes under the supervision of approved gatherings. At that point the votes are numbered physically once the race
has finished. With the fast developing improvement of PC innovation and cryptographic techniques. The electronic
voting frameworks can be utilized that supplant the episode and above all blunder inclined human Component.
Our undertaking proposes and actualizes a basic and secured technique for surveying vote by utilizing biometric.
Because of the progressions happened in the innovation, such a variety of headways were presented in the field of
voting. The ad libs go for expanding the adaptability security, dependability, versatility of the model and give less time
utilization to report the outcome. These days, the voting system was held by physically working machines and even
through SMS moreover. Be that as it may, this electronic voting machine is a one of a kind and new idea which spares
a ton of time and stays away from the false voting by a false individual. In this framework, the client needs to utilize his
unique mark to survey the confirmed vote.
The unique mark module was at that point put away in the administration database. Thus this anticipate gives a best
answer for maintain a strategic distance from the false voting. The electronic voting machine was associated with the
PC. The PC is having the full database rundown of the people groups who is having the qualification to vote. For each
surveying the relating individual personality was erased. So it maintains a strategic distance from the false voting. A
printer is likewise used to give an affirmation sheet to the voter who surveys the verified vote.
KEYWORDS:Finger Print Reader, Face recognition.
I.INTRODUCTION
To build the proficiency and precision of voting methodology. Substantial number of mechanized voting frameworks
were produced to help gathering and tallying the votes. Which incorporate Lever Voting Machines, Voting based
Punched Cards and Optical Mark-Sense Scanners and Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) voting frameworks. Despite
the fact that in the event that we are having numerous innovations, every last propel innovation having some
detriments. For example, the electronic voting machine which we are utilizing these days additionally has few
impediments. Voter can hear the sound delivered by the electronic voting machine, however the individual not getting
affirmation after the voting. Furthermore the labour is required to recognize the person`s personality. This may make a
few blunders or constituent extortion.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
PAPER BALLOTS
A vote is a device used to cast votes in a choice. In that technique they may used a touch of paper or a little ball for
secret voting. Which was at first a little ball-see torpedo – that is used to record decisions made by voters. Each one of
the voter utilizes one survey, and that counts are not shared. In easiest decisions poll might be a straightforward scrap
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of paper on which every voter writes for the sake of an applicant. When all is said in done body or administrative
decisions use pre - printed to ensure the mystery of the votes. The individual who votes they can throws his/her vote in
a case at a surveying station. "Ballot" is utilized for a race procedure inside an association. For example, an exchange
union "holding a ticket" of its individuals.
Drawbacks
Need more paper to vote 
Need more time to vote 
Not suitable for blind peoples 
Need more time for counting 
Need more man power for security 
LEVER VOTING MACHINES
The voter enters the machine and pulls a lever to close the drapery to opening the voting levers. The vote poller then
settle on his or her decision from an once-over of switches connoting the fitting candidates or measures. The machine is
masterminded to balance over votes by locking out various candidates when one contender's switch is flipped once the
voter is done and the lever is pulled which opens the wrap and expansions the fitting counters for each cheerful and
measure also the results are then physically composed by the locale officer toward the completion of voting.
Drawbacks
Complex voting procedure 
More time to vote 
Recount of voting is not possible 
Expensive to test, complete tests are extremely rare 
Expensive to move and store, 
Difficult to test, 
Complex to maintain 
Far from secure against vote fraud. 
PUNCHED CARDS
Punched card frameworks utilize a card (or cards) and a little clipboard-sized gadget for recording votes. Voters punch
gaps likely to work out (with a supplied punch gadget) inverse their hopeful or poll decision issue. In the wake of
voting, the voter may put the tally in a voting booth or the vote might be sustained into a PC vote classifying gadget at
the area.
Drawbacks
Candidate names are not specified in the machine 
Confidential polling is not possible 
More security is required. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
With the point of directing law based race, we proposed the framework to Endeavour to enhance the simple utilization
of the voting machine with verification and an affirmation slip will accommodate each surveying which happens.
Furthermore, a touch screen is utilized to give enter so it is so exceedingly simple to beat the catch issue.
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The accompanying are the benefits of secure voting machine utilizing biometric:
Security
The system is free from intentional tamper. It is not possible to hack the machine. Though this factor depends on the
personnel integrity, attempts should be made to make the model as secure as possible. In this machine every user uses
his/her finger print. The votes will be successful only after successful verification of their finger print.
Reliability
The machine enlists the votes loyally. A vote is never modified. A legitimate vote is never disposed of, from the last
count and an invalid vote is not numbered. Vote tallying is impeccable. The last vote count must be great. Most
imperative think the votes are put away in EEPROM memory, where the quantities of votes are put away for all time.
Scalability
It is easy to use the basic design for any number of voters. A touch screen is also used to improve the scalability. The
model is able to handle increasing voter participation without any stress on performance.
Flexibility
In this method the design of the system is such that it can be put to use in various polling systems, with different
requirements and mechanisms.
Super sensitive circuitry(No invalid votes)
Inside the control unit, escaped the individual is an amazingly touchy hardware that deals with normal decision
blunders or acts of neglect such as duplication vote. Case in point, if one somehow managed to squeeze two or more
catches at the same time, then no votes expected to be thrown. Regardless of the fact that there was a small scale
second distinction in the squeezing of the switches and the EVM is sufficiently touchy to follow and recognize the jerk
that was squeeze first.
Hi-tech Simplicity
To commence polling, the polling officer activates the "Ballot" switch on the control unit. The voter then has to press
the button of his choice on the ballot unit. This is followed by a short beep sound, indicating that the vote has been cast.
Once again, the polling officer has to press the "Ballot" switch to clear the machine for the next voter to cast his vote.
Automatic Counting
This system will count the votes automatically so the counting process will be faster and that will help to publish the
result faster.
The proposed square chart demonstrates that the ARM Cortex-A8 processor taking into account the ARMv7
engineering likewise it can scale in rate from 600MHz to more noteworthy than 1GHz is utilized to control the
peripherals. Different modules which are associated with the processor are takes after Personal computer. 
A module of 16X2 dual line LCD 
Fingerprint recognition scanner 
Touch screen. 
Printer 
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The PC is utilized to gather and store the database of the people groups before voting. The ARM cortex processor is
associated with a PC through the PC interface to get to the database which is put away in the PC. A module of 16X2
double line LCD is utilized to demonstrate the points of interest of the handling which is happened in the voting
machine. An optical unique mark module is utilized to filter the unique mark of the voters. The unique finger
impression scanner sends the examined sign to the processor for the check. The processor confirms the unique mark
with the database which is put away in the PC. A touch screen is utilized to give the data to the processor to choose the
applicant. An Alert/pointer is utilized to deliver the sound after the choice of the hopeful. A printer is utilized to print

Figure 1.Block Diagram Secured Electronic Voting Machine Using Biometric
thename of the voters and giving a receipt to the voters for the secret surveying. The PC is utilized to gather and store
the database of the people groups before voting. The ARM cortex processor is associated with a PC through the PC
interface to get to the database which is put away in the PC. A module of 16X2 double line LCD is utilized to
demonstrate the points of interest of the handling which is happened in the voting machine. An optical unique mark
module is utilized to filter the unique mark of the voters. The unique mark scanner sends the checked sign to the
processor for the confirmation. The processor checks the unique mark with the database which is put away in the PC. A
touch screen is utilized to give the information to the processor to choose the applicant. An Alert/marker is utilized to
deliver the sound after the choice of the hopeful. A printer is utilized to print the name of the voters and giving a receipt
to the voters for the classified surveying.
IV.HARDWARE
FINGER PRINT MODULE
A unique mark is utilized to slender sense is an impression left by the grinding edges of a human finger. The
fingerprints recuperation from a wrongdoing scene is an imperative strategy for measurable science reason and the
Fingerprints are effortlessly kept on suitable surfaces, (for example, glass or metal or cleaned stone) by the normal
discharges of sweat from the eccrine organs that are available in epidermal edges.
Optical unique mark imaging includes catching a computerized picture of the print utilizing obvious light beams. In this
kind of sensor is a substance in a specific advanced camera. Where top layer of the sensor are utilized to put the finger
which is known as the touch surface. Down of this layer is a light-transmitting phosphor layer which enlightens the
surface of the finger. At that point the light is reflected from the finger goes through the phosphor layer to a variety of
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strong state pixels (a charge-coupled gadget) which catches a visual picture of the unique mark which is utilized for
verification. Be that as it may, a scratched or messy touch surface can bring about a terrible picture of the unique finger
impression.
V. SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
A firmware made in C tongue is Customized into the microprocessor`s code memory range. The firmware control`s
the working of the entire hardware part. Regularly the microcontrollers and the processor execute their own headings
which are in machine code.in early days the applications were created in low level registering build.

Figure. 2.1 Finger Print Module
The headway of the enormous application is to a great degree troublesome by using the standard low level processing
build, in perspective of their importance. Figure 2.1 shows the finger print scanner used in proposed work. Later for the
snappy headway, the unusual states tongues are brought into the introduced structure C lingo is a champion amongst
the most conventionally used as a part of the embedded system field. The ANSI C variation is changed by including
specific gear related convenience and information. The changed c tongue is normally termed as introduced c. The
Shroud galileo is used for the progression of the embedded system application change.
Figure 2.2 shows the experimental setup. Electronic voting system unit consists of GSM module (used to send data
related voting to database), Finger print scanner (used to scan the administrator and voter finger during enrolment and
voting process), LCD to guide the administrator and voter

Figure 2.2 Experimental setup
Figure 2.3shows the result after voting process is completed. Following data sent serially using GSM module to
database. To send data the administrator finger print must be scanned. If match occurs then only result is sent.
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Figure 2.3Result after voting
VI. CONCLUSION
Our project enables secured voting and reduces man power efficiently. In this system we introduced some new
concepts, implemented using ARM processor. Due the immense development of Aadhar card system it can be further
improved by the addition of Iris recognition system for more secured polling.
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